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One of the simplest things you can do for the 
cleanliness and overall productivity of your paint booth 
is replacing intake and exhaust filters on a routine 
basis. 

Clogged or overloaded filters hinder proper airflow. 
This causes dust or overspray to recirculate and affect 
the finish of your paint job. Regularly changing paint 
booth filters decreases the likelihood of equipment 
failure. It also helps ensure your paint booth is 
operating efficiently and keeps the production costs of 
your shop low. 

 

A manometer can be used to measure a pressure 
differential, indicating when paint booth filters are 
loaded and need replacement. Monitoring filters with 
your manometer lets painters and service personnel 
know when it is time to change the filters. If your paint 
booth does not have a differential pressure gauge, it is 

best to establish a strict maintenance schedule based 
on the time spent spraying in the booth. 

“The most common maintenance mistake shops make 
is not following the paint booth manufacturer’s filter 
changeout schedule,” said Steve Love, Parts & Filters 
Sales Manager for Global Finishing Solutions (GFS). 
“Paint booth exhaust filters need to be changed every 
100 operating hours or every three to four work weeks. 
Anything beyond that is putting your equipment at risk. 
Each paint operation is different, which may require 
changing exhaust media more frequently than every 
100 hours.” 

SELECT HIGH-QUALITY PAINT BOOTH 
FILTERS 
In addition to routinely changing the filters, it is 
important to select high-quality filters. The risk of taking 
short-term savings on cheaply made filters is higher 
than you might think. 

While you may be saving money now, the cheaper 
quality of the materials will load with paint more 
quickly. This will cause more frequent filter 
changeouts. Low-cost alternatives also have a lower 
capture efficiency. That can lead to an even higher 
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expense of replacing other parts, such as fans, motors 
and ductwork. 

When selecting a paint booth exhaust filter material, 
make sure to choose the correct media for your 
application. The main goal of exhaust filtration is to 
protect the environment while preventing the buildup of 
overspray on system components. The EPA requires 
exhaust filters to be a minimum of 98 percent efficient. 

 

Filters should hold enough paint to avoid constantly 
replacing them. When you use a low-grade filter, you 
risk higher operating costs related to additional filter 
changeouts, expensive fan repairs and production 
downtime. 

Included with all GFS paint booths, GFS Wave exhaust 
filters have a holding capacity of 4.4 pounds. Paint-
laden air is captured across the surface and within the 
depth of the media. This extends filter service life and 
reduces operating costs. GFS Wave filters are useful 
for a variety of paints and a wide array of spray 
applications, from clear coats to high solids. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KEEPING YOUR SHOP SAFE 
It is also important to ensure your paint operation 
meets health and safety standards required by the 
NFPA and OSHA. In more severe situations, clogged 
filters may create flammable or explosive conditions. 
With so many different styles and brands, paint booth 
filters will reach their target reading and require 
replacement at varying rates. These rates depend 
upon the paint type, booth design, fan speed, 
temperature and spray equipment. 

 

 

It is best to work with your paint booth manufacturer or 
filter supplier to design an effective replacement 
schedule for your filters. This schedule should balance 
your filtration and paint booth performance needs with 
the costs — and savings — of more frequent filter 
replacement. At GFS, we have an expert team of parts 
and filters sales representatives who can help with all 
your filter needs. 




